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July 2, 2008 
 
Bruce Satchwell 
CEO  
Alive Technologies  
 

Dear Bruce,  

 
RE: CONGRATULATIONS –AUSTRALIA PRODUCT INNOVATION AWARD IN REMOTE 
PATIENT MONITORING SYSTEMS 

 
 
On behalf of Frost & Sullivan, we are pleased to announce that Alive Technologies has been awarded the 
2008 Australia Frost & Sullivan Product Innovation Award in Remote Patient Monitoring Systems.  

   
To choose a recipient of this Award, the analyst team tracks all new product launches, R&D spending, 
products in development, and new product features and modifications. This is accomplished through 
interviews with all the market participants, and extensive secondary and technology research. All new product 
launches and new products in development in each company are compared and evaluated based on the degree 
of innovation and customer satisfaction. Companies are then ranked by the number of new product launches 
and new products in development. 
 
With its unique presence in the telemedicine domain, especially for the Australian region, and with the 
capability of these user-friendly systems to measure multiple parameters (different application areas), Alive 
Monitoring Systems will have an immense impact on the industry. In recognition of the novel technical 
capabilities, Frost & Sullivan presents the 2008 Product Innovation Award to Alive Monitoring Systems. 
 
Wishing you every success in 2008. We look forward to working closely with you in the future. 
 
Thank you. 
 
 
Sincerely,  

 

 
Rajiv Kumar 

Partner and Senior Vice President 

Frost & Sullivan  


